ABSTRACT. We show that an algebra over an infinite field generates a variety with definable principal congruences if and only if it is commutative.
Introduction.
A variety "V of (universal) algebras has definable principal congruences (DPC) if there is a first order formula in the language of V that defines principal congruences for all algebras in "V. There have been a number of papers that deal with this concept for specific types of algebras. In particular, there are complete characterizations of the varieties of lattices with DPC [4] and the finite groups that generate varieties with DPC [1] . See [7] for further background. This paper and [7] deal specifically with varieties of rings with DPC. A variety V of rings has DPC if there is a first order formula 0(x, y) in the language of rings such that for all rings R G "V and all x,y G R, x G RyR ■&■ 0(x, y), where RyR is the two-sided ideal of R generated by y. The language of rings used is {+,-,-, 0,1}, so that all rings have a 1.
Any variety of commutative rings has DPC, since (f>ix,y) := 3^(x = yz) defines two-sided ideals (principal congruences) in such a variety. In [7] it was shown that if a ring R generates a variety with DPC, then R is a polynomial identity (PI) ring. Results from PI theory were used to prove that if R is a semiprime ring, then V(i?) has DPC if and only if R is commutative.
It is not true that a variety of rings has DPC only if it consists of commutative rings, as the example in [7, Theorem 13] shows. The results of this paper were motivated by attempts to modify this example in various ways. The example was to take the ring F{X,Y)/({X, Y}3), where F is a finite field, F(X,Y) the free (noncommutative) P-algebra on two generators and ({X, Y}3) the ideal generated by all monomials in X and Y of degree 3. This ring is clearly noncommutative but the variety it generates has DPC.
In this example, the number of indeterminates can be increased and the variety generated still has DPC. If the ideal is changed to ({X, Y}m) with m > 3 then it follows from [2, Theorem 2.4] that the variety generated does not have DPC. The remainder of this paper deals with determining what happens when the finite field F is replaced by infinite fields, such as Q or R, or by a ring such as Z.
2. iü-stable identities.
The criterion we use for determining if a variety of rings has DPC is the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1 [2]. If K is a class of rings, then V(/T) has DPC if and only
if there are integers n and k, with n > k > 1, and polynomials ri{x,y,z) and Si(x,y,z), where 1 < i < k, x = (zi,... ,xk), y = ÜVi,-■ ■ ,Un) such that K satisfies the identity n k
Y^Xiyzi =Y^riix,y,z)ySiix,y,z). i=\ ¿=i
The example mentioned in §1 generates a variety "V with DPC since it satisfies an identity of the form J2xlyzl =y ^2rixi,y,Zi)\ + I ^s(x¿,2/,z¿) J y.
A first order statement <j>ix, y) defining principal two-sided ideals in this variety is 3xi, x2, z\,z2 ix = J2i=i Xiyzi), so that x G RyR if and only if it can be written in the form ^2l=x Xiyzi, for all x,y G R and all R G "V.
To begin consideration of the questions of the previous section, we first examine some special properties of polynomial identities of algebras over infinite fields.
For the remainder of the paper the term "algebra" is used in its ring-theoretic sense.
DEFINITION [6, DEFINITION 2.3.8]. An identity / of a ring R is R-stable if / is an identity of R[x].
We will be concerned with rings R such that all their identities are /2-stable. (ii) Every identity of R[x] is R[x]-stable.
For our purposes, the most useful property of instable identities is that they can be decomposed into a sum of certain polynomials which are also identities of the ring. DEFINITION . A polynomial is completely homogeneous if each monomial is composed of the same indeterminates with each indeterminate appearing the same number of times in each monomial. For example, x\x2x\x\x\ + x\x\x\ + x\x\x2xx\xi is a completely homogeneous polynomial. Any polynomial can be written uniquely as a sum of (maximal) completely homogeneous polynomials, called the completely homogeneous components of the polynomial. with n > k > 1 and r¿(x,y,z), Si{x,y,z) polynomials with integer coefficients. By iterating this identity as required, we can assume that n > 2k. Since all the identities of A are A-stable, Lemma 2.3 shows that we can restrict this identity to monomials of degree 3 that contain exactly one y. Thus A satisfies the identity
where rij is the sum of the monomials of r¿ of degree j with no y occurring, and Sij is defined similarly. This identity can be written as By definition 0 = /3'r, A = a1^ so rank0 < minjrank/î, rankr} < k and similarly rank A < k. Then n = rank/" = rank(0 -A) < rank 0 +rank A < 2k, contradicting our choice of n > 2k. Thus if V(A) has DPC then A must be commutative.
3. Applications. Our first result here is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.5 that answers one of the questions from §1. satisfies all the identities of A, so by Theorem 2.1 V(A;) has DPC. By Theorem 3.1 A\ is commutative. Since A is torsion free asafl module, the canonical map A -> Ai is an injection, so A is commutative.
An immediate consequence of this result is that Z{X,Y)/i{X,Y}3) does not generate a variety with DPC. This answers another of the questions of §1. Similar results can also be proved for polynomial rings.
